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As the name speaks for itself, we're taking Franchises or representations of famous brands, that's
our thing. Our sector of operation is SE Asia and especially Thailand whereby we're opening showrooms.
Thailand is one of the most touristic country in the world. We think it is a huge market for "outdoor
universe" for hotels, resorts, bars, restaurants, lounges, holiday houses across the territory. Thus,
LF is not only focused on retailing but also a supplier for them.
For us, outdoor lounge & Lifestyle should be colorful and inspire joy. We want to challenge standards, break with the conventional.
As a result, our objective is to build a complimentary family of outdoor top brands.
We’re selecting carefully the brands we represent for this particular market, we only seek for
brands that shares our values for high quality, fresh colors and original design. We always have
stock available.

LIKE A BOX OF MACAROONS

LIKE A BOX OF MACAROONS
Fermob envy to spread the famous French art-de-vivre has lead them to new territories and can now be found across
the globe, not only in the green spaces and iconic locations of cities worldwide, but also in the privacy of the home,
and luxury of hotels.
Fermob is adding an innovative touch to a market that has, up until now, been noticeably lacking in colour. Fermob's
robust and aesthetically high-quality articles represent the next generation following on from some illustrious ancestors,
continuing in the vein of this joyful, invigorating, elegant and innovative brand.
Fermob's garden furniture creations are always focused on producing a design with soul. This creates an emotional
attachment between the brand and its customers, who are not just buying chairs or tables, but are buying into an aesthetic outlook on life that is inextricably linked to French art-de-vivre.
Fermob's legendary and timeless creations can be used to match any style. Fitting a pastoral look just as well as refined, urban style, they can be used in any outdoor setting, from an old stone-built country house, to a contemporary
home or the balcony of a city-centre flat.
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COSTA with its "graphical" style and
an ultra-contemporary look full of character, is a
range that makes a statement. Elegant, modern
and inspired, this collection combines comfort
and lightness with the greatest simplicity.

Costa Armchair

Costa Table with Extension

C o s t a

Chair

Weight: 3,7 kg / Stackable : x 7 (Stacked Heigh:
1,14 m) / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Aluminium frame / Seat and
backrest in tearproof Outdoor Technical Fabric /
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor use /
Anti-UV powder coating

A table that combines practicality with clean,
crisp lines. Its practical side lies in its central
extension, increasing the table's capacity
from 6 to 10 guests. When not in use, the
extension folds away seamlessly into the
table structure, completely hidden from view.
The table is made from aluminium, offering
high resistance while remaining surprisingly
light. Weight: 32 kg / 3-year guarantee
Available in 80X80 and without extension.

Costa Hight Table

Costa Hight Table

Costa Low Armachair & Table

With a nod towards New York lofts, the Costa high
tables and bar stools break the established
codes of the indoor world – all the better to take
over the great outdoors. Whether for a sit-down
meal for two or a selection of tapas with friends,
simply savour the moment and let the world go
by!
Stool Weight: 3,8 kg

Table Weight: 16 kg

With the Costa low armchair and its spacious
matching table, you can bring lounge living
into the garden, creating an irresistibly light
and comfortable "outdoor room".
Table Weight: 15 kg
Armchair Weight: 3,2 kg / Stackable : x 5
(Stacked Heigh: 92 cm)
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3-year guarantee

The perfect combination of elegance and
comfort! The Costa chair, which combines a
tubular aluminium frame and an OTF seat, is
very easy to stack and extraordinarily light:
just 2.8 kg!
Weight: 2,8 kg
Stackable : x 10 (Stacked Heigh: 1,21 m)
3-year guarantee

ALIZE

boasts all the nobility and

elegance of the transatlantic liners. Designed
by Pascal Mourgue, this collection is a lesson in
lightness: lightness in terms of materials, which
sees an aluminium frame combined with OTF,
and lightness in terms of lines, with its
extremely clean and crisp curves. It's a
collection that attracts you with its design and
wins you over with its extreme comfort!

Alizé Sunlounger XS

Alizé Sunlounger

Alizé Deck Chair

Weight: 12 kg / Stackable : x 15 (Stacked Heigh:
2,25 m) / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Partitioned aluminium and sheet
aluminium frame / Tearproof Outdoor Technical
Fabric covering / Adjustable backrest (2
positions) and fixed footrest / Very High Protection
Treatment for outdoor use / Anti-UV powder
coating

Weight: 13,5 kg / Stackable : x 15 (Stacked
Heigh: 2,25 m) / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Partitioned aluminium and
sheet aluminium frame / Tearproof Outdoor
Technical Fabric covering / Adjustable backrest (3 positions), adjustable footrest (2 positions) / Zero gravity position available /
Wheels included in the frame / Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor use / Anti-UV
powder coating

Weight: 9,4 kg / Stackable : x 10 (Stacked
Heigh: 1,61 m) / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Partitioned aluminium and
sheet aluminium frame / Tearproof / Outdoor
Technical Fabric covering / Adjustable
backrest (2 positions) / Removable footrest
with attachment system / Can be stored
beneath the armchair /Very High Protection
Treatment for outdoor use / Anti-UV powder
coating
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BELLEVIE

All our articles are

designed to be used in a warm setting, full of
life, desires and pleasure. The Bellevie table – a
creation from our forthcoming collection, which
you will be able to discover at our trade fairs –
can accommodate 8 to 10 people for a moment
of relaxation and conviviality, with its handsome
curves, an ultra-stable flat base... and benches
that just demand to be shared!

Bellevie Chair

Bellevie Bench

Bellevie Dining Table

This stacking and incredibly light aluminum new
chair is the latest addition to this highly
successful collection, alongside the existing
table. Together, they form the perfectset, with
pure, harmonious lines, and an ultracomfortable
and highly mobile design!
Stackable : x 10 (Stacked Heigh: 1,48 m)
Weight: 5,6 kg
3-year guarantee

A light, ultra-stable bench, designed in
perfect harmony with the Bellevie table from
the same collection, to accommodate guests
as they come and go.
Weight: 14 kg / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: / Electro-zinc coated steel
seat / Aluminium base / Very High Protection
Treatment for outdoor use / Anti-UV powder
coating. Available also without backrest.

This lightweight designer aluminium table is
ideal for the whole family: it's perfect for
snack time, homework, family games,
dinners with friends or an improvised office
space. It will delight young and old alike, and
can accommodate anything up to 8 or even
10 people!
Weight: 29 kg / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Aluminium table top and base
/ Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use / Anti-UV powder coating

Bellevie Sofa

Bellevie Armachair

Bellevie Low Table

Weight: 28 kg
3-year guarantee
Specifications: Aluminium frame and table top
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor use
Anti-UV powder coating

Weight: 19,5 kg
3-year guarantee
Specifications:
Aluminium frame and table top
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use
Anti-UV powder coating

Weight: 14 kg
3-year guarantee
Specifications:
Aluminium frame and table top
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use
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1900

Romantic lines, hand-forged

scrollwork using ancient crafts and techniques
that make each item a unique piece of furniture:
the 1900 range is a collection steeped in history
that inspires poetry and intimacy. So, suspend
time, listen to nature, read a book... and picture
yourself, cocooned between peace and
pleasure – irresistible!

1900 Chair

1900 Armchair

1900 Hanging Chair

The 1900 chair is part of a long French tradition of
romantic parks, gardens and bandstands, but
also incorporates modern-day ergonomical and
practical elements, thanks to Fermob's redesign a
little over 10 years ago, in order to make it
foldable and more comfortable.
Weight: 6 kg / Stackable : x 10 (Stacked Heigh:
1,82 m) 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Steel rod base / Hand forged
scrolls and rings / Very High Protection Treatment
for outdoor use / Anti-UV powder coating

The 1900 armchair is part of a long French
tradition of romantic parks, gardens and
bandstands, but also incorporates modernday ergonomical and practical elements,
thanks to Fermob's redesign a little over 10
years ago, in order to make it foldable and
more comfortable.
Weight: 7 kg. Stackable : x 6 (Stacked Heigh:
1,48 m) / 3-year guarantee

1900 Bench

1900 Table

1900 Bench

With its hand-forged scrolls and delicate
perforations, this 1900 bench invites you to take a
seat, whether for a romantic tête-à-tête or a
conservation among friends.
Weight: 12,8 kg
Stackable : x 2 (Stacked Heigh: 1,08 m)
3-year guarantee
3-year guarantee

Weight: 18,8 kg / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Parasol hole Ø 39 mm / Steel
rod base / Hand forged scrolls and rings /
Perforated steel sheet seat / Very High
Protection Treatment for outdoor use / AntiUV powder coating

With its hand-forged scrolls and delicate
perforations, this 1900 bench invites you to
take a seat, whether for a romantic tête-à-tête
or a conservation among friends.
Weight: 12,8 kg
Stackable : x 2 (Stacked Heigh: 1,08 m)
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3-year guarantee
3-year guarantee

This hanging armchair is one of the latest
extravagances in the 1900 collection. Simply
suspend it from a tree in your garden, and
then let yourself be rocked gently to sleep.
It's a beautiful way to dress a forgotten
corner of your garden.
Weight: 8,8 kg
3-year guarantee

BISTRO Folding furniture, developed
at the end of the 19th century, was immediately
popular among lemonade sellers of the day, as
it was quick and easy to pack away, which
allowed them to avoid paying the licence for a
permanent terrace!
Fermob developed the Bistro range from the
original model described in the "Simplex" patent
registered in 1889 – and of which the brand is
now the trustee – and produced an ingenious,
simple collection that is bursting with joy and
which has lost none of its charm and
authenticity!

Bistro Round Table

Bistro Chair

Bistro Balcony Table

Weight: 6 kg / 2-year guarantee
Specifications: Lacquered steel / Steel sheet
table top / Foot protectors / High Protection
Treatment for outdoor use / Anti-UV powder
coating
Available in diameters: ø60 - ø77 - ø96cm - ø117
cm.

Created at the end of the 19th century – a
contemporary of the Eiffel Tower – the Bistro
folding chair, simple and solid, was very
popular among lemonade sellers of the day.
Today, Bistro is still as charming as ever!
Indeed, having been sensitively restyled by
Fermob, the Bistro chair is even more joyful
and ingenious than ever! Bistro: authenticity
and harmony rediscovered!
Weight: 4,8 kg / 2-year guarantee

The Balcony table is the latest in the famous
Bistro range!
This folding table is practical and functional,
and can seat 2 people in complete privacy.
Its fold-away top makes it very discreet. It is
suitable for the height of balconies while
ensuring stability and comfort with a clever
system of jacks. It is designed to suit
everyone, and can also be wall mounted.
Ideal for small spaces in towns, it comes in
the 24 colors of the color chart and has a
storage bin that can landscape the balcony
with some splashes of color.

Bistro Square Table

Bistro Table 117 X 77 cm

Bellevie Low Table

Weight: 10 kg / 2-year guarantee
Specifications: Parasol hole Ø 41 mm /
Lacquered steel / Steel sheet table top / Foot
protectors / High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use / Anti-UV powder coating.
Available in sizes: 57X57 - 71X71 - 77X57 - 97X57
- 117X77

Weight: 15 kg / 2-year guarantee
Specifications:
Parasol hole Ø 41 mm
Lacquered steel
Steel sheet table top
Foot protectors
High Protection Treatment for outdoor use
Anti-UV powder coating

Weight: 14 kg
3-year guarantee
Specifications:
Aluminium frame and table top
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use
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Croisette

A new collection of

comfortable, generously proportioned and
smart garden furniture. Standing at "mid" height,
this woven set is all about accessibility and
comfort. Featherweight design due to the
materials used, making it extremely easy to
move and handle. Its height and the angle of
the backrest make it extremely easy to use. An
Outdoor product that offers a unique take on
traditional indoor woven wicker furniture but
with a modern touch.

Croisette Bench

Croisette Armchair

Croisette Low Table

Weight: 6 kg / Stackable : x 4 (Stacked Heigh: 1
m) / 3-year guarantee
Specifications:
Aluminum seats and frame
Weave made from outdoor synthetic fiber
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor use
Anti-UV powder coating

Weight: 3,2 kg / Stackable : x 4 (Stacked
Heigh: 1 m) / 3-year guarantee
Specifications:
Aluminum seats and frame
Weave made from outdoor synthetic fiber
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use
Anti-UV powder coating

1900 Bench

1900 Table

1900 Bench

With its hand-forged scrolls and delicate
perforations, this 1900 bench invites you to take a
seat, whether for a romantic tête-à-tête or a
conservation among friends.
Weight: 12,8 kg
Stackable : x 2 (Stacked Heigh: 1,08 m)
3-year guarantee
3-year guarantee

Weight: 18,8 kg / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Parasol hole Ø 39 mm / Steel
rod base / Hand forged scrolls and rings /
Perforated steel sheet seat / Very High
Protection Treatment for outdoor use / AntiUV powder coating

With its hand-forged scrolls and delicate
perforations, this 1900 bench invites you to
take a seat, whether for a romantic tête-à-tête
or a conservation among friends.
Weight: 12,8 kg
Stackable : x 2 (Stacked Heigh: 1,08 m)
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3-year guarantee
3-year guarantee

Weight: 9 kg / 2-year guarantee
Specifications:
Steel table
High Protection Treatment for outdoor use
Anti-UV powder coating

Sixties The compact and curvy Sixties
collection perfectly embodies the Fermob
attitude: resolutely young and laid-back. With
welcoming curves, a colourful aluminium frame,
a resin seat that's sensual to the touch, and airy
woven patterns, Sixties promises gentle
moments outside… and in.

Sixties Bench

Sixties Armchair

Sixties Chair

Soft lines and inviting shapes, a compact,
lightweight, fashionable and robust product:
perfect for indoor and outdoor use. Wouldn’t you
like to cuddle up to someone on this bench! Try it
for yourself!
Weight : 6,7 kg / 3-year guarantee
Specifications : Aluminium tube frame Ø 20 mm. /
High-density technical resin seat. / Criss-Cross
weave. / Very High Protection Treatment for
outdoor use. / Anti-UV powder coating.

The Sixties armchair – young, comfortable
and accessible – is fully compatible with the
In&Out trend. With its generous and
comfortable forms, fresh from the imagination
of Frédéric Sofia, it forms a cocoon – a
welcoming and reassuring shell. Its woven
resin seat, sensual to the touch, is combined
with an aluminium frame, giving this armchair
a surprising lightness, both in its design and
in its day-to-day use.
Weight : 4,4 kg / 3-year guarantee

The Sixties collection has extended its reach
beyond the living room and into the dining
room, with a new small chair designed by
Frédéric Sofia that is equally at home indoors
and outdoors. This attractive three-legged
chair is both elegant and welcoming. The
bicolour sets the trendy side of this
collection.
Weight : 2,5 kg / 3-year guarantee
Specifications : Aluminium tube frame.
Diameter: 20 mm / High-density technical
resin seat. woven polymer / Breathable Criss
Cross weave / Ver y High Protection
Treatment for outdoor use / Anti-UV powder
coating

Sixties Table

Flower Table

Bellevie Low Table

Weight: 10 kg / 2-year guarantee
Specifications: Parasol hole Ø 41 mm /
Lacquered steel / Steel sheet table top / Foot
protectors / High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use / Anti-UV powder coating.
Available in sizes: 57X57 - 71X71 - 77X57 - 97X57
- 117X77

Weight: 7,8 kg
3-year guarantee
Specifications: Solid steel knockdown table
top / Frame in steel wire / Very High
Protection Treatment for outdoor use / AntiUV powder coating

Weight: 14 kg
3-year guarantee
Specifications:
Aluminium frame and table top
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use
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Saint-Tropez

Variety and a sense

of humour - that's the Fermob way! Frédéric Sofia
has reworked its iconic Luxembourg low armchair,
adding a supple braided yarn in some eye-catching
colours. With the elasticity of this material, the seat
always moulds itself to fit the user perfectly, before
returning to its original tension - making for a hugely
inviting chair. It offers a wonderfully comfortable
place to relax, daydream, doze, snuggle up, flick
through a magazine or just watch the clouds go
by... but lets you do so with pure class and
elegance ! Decorated in lively, bright Fermob
colours, giving it a playful "pop" look, it fits well with
the entire Luxembourg range or indeed any other
furniture range.

Saint-Tropez Armchair

Saint-Tropez Lounger

3-year guarantee
Specifications :
- Aluminium tube frame
- Backrest and armrests made from curved
extruded-aluminium slats
- Woven PVC seat
- Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor use
- Anti-UV powder coating

Low armchair dimensions:
Height: 72 cm
Seat width: 69.2 cm
Depth: 86.4 cm
Footrest dimensions:
Height: 40 cm
Width: 43 cm
Depth: 42 cm
3-year guarantee
Specifications :
- Aluminium tube frame
- Backrest and armrests made from curved
extruded-aluminium slats
- Woven PVC seat
- Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use
- Anti-UV powder coating

Saint-Tropez Superlounger
3-year guarantee
Specifications :
- Aluminium tube frame
- Brightly coloured woven PVC thread
- Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use
- Anti-UV powder coating

1900 Bench

1900 Bench

With its hand-forged scrolls and delicate
perforations, this 1900 bench invites you to take a
seat, whether for a romantic tête-à-tête or a
conservation among friends.
Weight: 12,8 kg
Stackable : x 2 (Stacked Heigh: 1,08 m)
3-year guarantee
3-year guarantee

With its hand-forged scrolls and delicate
perforations, this 1900 bench invites you to
take a seat, whether for a romantic tête-à-tête
or a conservation among friends.
Weight: 12,8 kg
Stackable : x 2 (Stacked Heigh: 1,08 m)
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3-year guarantee

1900 Table
Weight: 18,8 kg / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Parasol hole Ø 39 mm / Steel
rod base / Hand forged scrolls and rings /
Perforated steel sheet seat / Very High

Luxembourg

The Luxembourg

range, initially produced for the Jardin du
Luxembourg in Paris, has become something of a
legend in its own right. Its style is an emblem of
French design – an expression of French culture in
furniture form! Today, Luxembourg is a fabulous
collection made from aluminium whose watchwords
are lightness, joie de vivre and conviviality.
Recently, Fermob asked Frédéric Sofia to
reinterpret the legendary chairs and armchairs of
the Jardin du Luxembourg, created in 1923 in the
Paris parks department workshops, and which
Fermob still manufactures today for the city's public
gardens. The result was a whole collection of
furniture with the same distinctive lines and forms,
combining the lightness and resistance of
aluminium with the comfort of curved seat slats.

Luxembourg Table

Luxembourg Chair

Luxembourg Bench

As the latest arrival in the Luxembourg collection,
this large table has room for 8 to 10 people, and
is ideal for large summer get-togethers among
family or friends. It is stable and spacious, yet
also surprisingly light – great for enjoying
breakfast in the sunshine, lunch in the shade of
the trees and dinner on the patio! The ideal decor
for every occasion!
Weight: 21,4 kg / 3-year guarantee
Available in 165X100, 143X80, 80X80

In 2004, Fermob asked Frédéric Sofia to
reinterpret the legendary chairs and
armchairs of the Jardin du Luxembourg,
created in 1923 in the Paris parks
department workshops, and which Fermob
still manufactures today for the city's public
gardens. The result was a chair and armchair
with distinctive lines and forms, combining
the lightness and resistance of aluminium,
the comfort of curved seat slats and the
practicality of a stackable frame.
Weight: 3,8 kg / 3-year guarantee

For Fermob, Frédéric Sofia has produced a
playful, colourful reinterpretation of the
classic school bench: it is lighter and more
modern than ever, while having lost none of
its timeless charm. The Luxembourg bench,
with its three generous seats, is also the
perfect dinner-table companion, whether
dining alone or as a table of eight.
Weight: 10,3 kg / Stackable : x 4 (Stacked
Heigh: 1 m) / 3-year guarantee
Available with and without backrest.

Luxembourg Rocking Chair

Luxembourg Armchair

Luxembourg Trolley Bar

This is the first rocking chair in the Luxembourg
collection, the range which brings together style,
tradition, trendiness and timelessness better than
any other! This item offers a playful, enjoyable
addition to your outdoor furniture, and is also the
perfect indoor option for whiling away those lazy
afternoons.
Weight: 8,4 kg / 3-year guarantee

Weight: 4,2 kg / Stackable : x 8 (Stacked
Heigh: 96 cm) / 3-year guarantee

This trolley bar, complete with removable tray,
is ideal for serving guests and, thanks to its
wheels, will follow you everywhere!
Weight: 11 kg
Weight: 11,5 kg / 3-year guarantee /
Removable tray
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Saint-Tropez

Variety and a sense

of humour - that's the Fermob way! Frédéric Sofia
has reworked its iconic Luxembourg low armchair,
adding a supple braided yarn in some eye-catching
colours. With the elasticity of this material, the seat
always moulds itself to fit the user perfectly, before
returning to its original tension - making for a hugely
inviting chair. It offers a wonderfully comfortable
place to relax, daydream, doze, snuggle up, flick
through a magazine or just watch the clouds go
by... but lets you do so with pure class and
elegance ! Decorated in lively, bright Fermob
colours, giving it a playful "pop" look, it fits well with
the entire Luxembourg range or indeed any other
furniture range.

Luxembourg Duo Low Armchair

Luxembourg Hight Stool

Luxembourg Hight Table

Relax in duo with this original and delightfully
ingenious version of the Luxembourg low
armchair! It is stackable and made from
aluminium, and so is just as practical and easy to
handle as its big brother. Just one question: who
are you going to share Duo with for a perfect
farniente session in the sun?
Weight: 11 kg / Stackable : x 4 (Stacked Heigh:
85 cm) / 3-year guarantee
Available in duo and single

A comfortable, stackable high chair to
complement the wide Luxembourg collection
while responding to new market trends.
Weight: 4,9 kg / Stackable : x 6 (Stacked
Heigh: 1,2 m) / 3-year guarantee

To kit out your kitchen or drinks corner on the
terrace with a very trendy collection.
Weight: 21,5 kg / 3-year guarantee
Available in 80X80 and 126X73

Luxembourg Low Table

1900 Table

1900 Bench

Weight: 5 kg
3-year guarantee
Available in 86X43 and 42X43

Weight: 18,8 kg / 3-year guarantee
Specifications: Parasol hole Ø 39 mm / Steel
rod base / Hand forged scrolls and rings /
Perforated steel sheet seat / Very High
Protection Treatment for outdoor use / AntiUV powder coating

With its hand-forged scrolls and delicate
perforations, this 1900 bench invites you to
take a seat, whether for a romantic tête-à-tête
or a conservation among friends.
Weight: 12,8 kg
Stackable : x 2 (Stacked Heigh: 1,08 m)
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3-year guarantee

Surprising

With Surprising

Lounger, Harald Guggenbichler and Fermob
have reinterpreted the club armchair, creating a
threadlike version that oozes elegance! This
combined low armchair and footrest is made
from flexible steel and with ergonomics in mind,
offering a level of comfort that its distant British
cousin would be hard-pressed to beat. It is both
comfortable and clever, with a footrest that
slides under the armchair with ease, making it
easy to store away.

Flower &
Rendez-vous

Surprising Table

Surprising Lounger

Surprising Chair

A D E S I G N E R TA B L E F O R O U R U R B A N
BALCONIES
This small table (120x80 cm) is highly attractive,
with its designer base inspired by the Surprising
chair. It also makes the perfect accompaniment to
the Flower chair, creating an elegant and bold set
that takes up minimal space! Ultra-modern
design for a cosy, refined space. 3-year
guarantee

W i t h S u r p r i s i n g L o u n g e r, H a r a l d
Guggenbichler and Fermob have
reinterpreted the club armchair, creating a
threadlike version that oozes elegance! This
combined low armchair and footrest is made
from flexible steel and with ergonomics in
mind, offering a level of comfort that its
distant British cousin would be hard-pressed
to beat. It is both comfortable and clever,
with a footrest that slides under the armchair
with ease, making it easy to store away. 3year guarantee

3-year guarantee
Specifications :
Laser-cut steel rod and sheet frame.
The footrest can be stored beneath the
armchair.
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor
use.
Anti-UV powder coating.

Flower Armchair

Rendez-Vous Armchair

Rendez-Vous Table

Weight: 7 kg
3-year guarantee
Specifications:
Steel sheet seat with laser cutting
Steel tube base
Very High Protection Treatment for outdoor use
Anti-UV powder coating

A compact, stackable armchair whose ultrasimple lines make for a light, airy design: a
single pencil line is all it takes to sketch out
the curves of the feet, armrests and backrest.
Weight: 7,4 kg
Stackable : x 5 (Stacked Heigh: 52,5 cm)
3-year guarantee

Weight: 22 kg
3-year guarantee
Specifications:
Tubular steel frame
Legs in steel rod, steel sheet table top
Very High Protection Treatment
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Anti-UV powder coating

Other Collections

Plein Air

Origami Bench

Ellipse Armchair

Plein Air represents an ideal in terms of simplicity,
lightness and mobility, in line with new lifestyles.
Its qualities? The comfort that comes from the mix
of a tubular metal frame and an OTF seat, the
functionality and practicality of folding furniture,
the extreme stability of a U-shaped base – and, of
course, its flowing, modern lines that create a
feeling of freedom throughout the summer!

The delicately understated Origami bench is
a homage to the Asian art of paper-folding.
The seat and base are created by cutting
and folding a single sheet of steel. This
technique makes the best use of raw
materials and generates zero waste, creating
a genuinely sustainable manufacturing
process.

THE MUST-HAVE ARMCHAIR
This modern, light and modular fabric
armchair is already becoming the star of the
Ellipse collection. It makes it possible to
create un real and comfortable garden
lounge set.

Ange Armchair

Monceau Armchair

Louisiane Bench

In creating Ange, designer Jean-Charles de
Castelbajac restyled the 1900 chair, one of the
emblematic references of the Fermob catalogue.
He offers us a kiss between two cherubs, and a
poem that lies somewhere between Cocteau and
Saint-Exupéry. The designer invites you to take
flight on this chair, with its wings spread wide...
for a moment of escape among the clouds.

This low armchair is the perfect place to relax
and will undoubtedly be the future "guest
star" of your garden or patio. Its clever
design includes accessories such as a
footrest that also doubles as a low table. It's
also practical, with a stackable design for
easy storage.

This bench, with its steel slats and timeless
shape, looks at home in any outdoor setting
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Other collections

Pasaia Shower

Quiberon Side Bar

Terrazza Planters

An attractive colourful aluminium outside shower
to cool you down in summer: your dreams have
been brought to life with yet another example of
Fermob's considerable metal expertise being put
to use in the design of outdoor furniture. This
easygoing shower, with its tripod design, can be
freely installed wherever you want. The only
restriction is that it needs to be within reach of a
water supply and a hosepipe - It’s as easy as
that!

A new item of furniture that is both a multipurpose bar cart - a trendy, practical and
universal piece with two wheels for added
mobility. With its simple, graphic design, this
piece is an absolute star at mealtimes.

Pocci & Dondoli, from the Archirivolto
agency, have worked alongside Fermob to
develop a new collection of planters. The
clean, folded sheet steel design and slender
lines represent a marked contrast with the
voluminous plants that they hold. The
planters are available in three sizes – perfect
for creating genuine urban gardens. They
look great monochrome, or in a vibrant mix of
colours!

Basket Planters

Parasol Base Zebulon

Osmose Hammock

A makeover of the traditional planter, taken
through the prism of graphic style, the Basket
nevertheless turns out to be eminently practical.
Though poetic in its approach, its water
discharge system ensures the Basket keeps its
feet on the ground ... not to mention that it can be
a smart alternative to conventional terrace
separators.

Finally, a functional, fun and attractive
parasol base! The upper handle and
integrated caster are designed for easy
handling. The base features a locking key,
making it suitable for parasols of all sizes. It
also goes perfectly with all furniture and
parasol colours.

Fermob is embarking on a new partnership
with the young, talented designer Sakura
Adachi. This year she is working with Fermob
to create Osmose, a brilliantly designed
invitation to relaxation. We all dream of it and
now Fermob has made it possible: not a bed,
not a sunlounger, not a hammock16but all
three at the same time.

Accessories

Corbeille De Fruits Trivet

Tray 3 Moulins

Banane Trivet

Steel
Set of 4 pieces (Not for sale separately)

These trays are shock-resistant and
designed with entertaining in mind. They are
ideal for sit-down dinners or secret snacks at
the bottom of the garden.
Melamine-laminated tray
Ultra-resistant to shocks, scratches and UV
rays
Dishwasher-friendly

2-year guarantee
Steel

Alto Tray

Clefs des Champs trivet

Louisiane Bench

This tray – a combination of sheet and wire steel –
boasts attractive lines and rounded curves. And
as with all of the brands fur niture and
accessories, it stands out for its design. Unlike
traditional trays, Alto isn’t a piece you’ll want to
hide away once its job is done. Instead, it looks
simply stunning on the table. It’s a practical,
robust and elegant piece.

2-year guarantee
Steel

A pair of two-tone birds – a poetic design
that is ideally suited to all tables and is
always ready to serve.
Steel
High protection treatment for outdoor use.
Anti-UV powder coating
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Cushions
Blanquets & Foutas

Trefles Cushion

Pasteque Cushion

Bananes Cushion

An ultra-comfortable outdoor cushion with a
raised weave in the Jacquard tradition that brings
the clover bed to life... but can you find the fourleaf one? Look carefully: you may be lucky!
Hard-wearing 100% acrylic Dralon® fibre,Teflon®
treated for outdoor use
French-made Jacquard fabric
Teflon® treatment : water repellent,anti-UV, stain
and mould resistant

100% cotton fabric, with outdoor resistance
treatment Stain-proof and mould-proof.

100% cotton fabric, with outdoor resistance
treatment Stain-proof and mould-proof.

Melons Cushion

Clefs Des Champs Cushion

Calicot Cushion

100% cotton fabric, with outdoor resistance
treatment Stain-proof and mould-proof.

Side A: Jacquard fabric made in France
100% acrylic Dralon® fibre
Teflon® treated (stain-resistant) & mouldresistant
Side B: 100% cotton fabric with acrylic and
polyurethane coating
Waterproof, resistant to salt and chlorine

A two-tone outdoor cushion, to mix and
match as you like with the other formats in
the collection.
100% cotton fabric, with outdoor resistance
treatment
Treated against stains and mould
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Cushions
Blanquets & Foutas

Corbeille De Fruits Trivet

Clefs Des Champs Cushion

Moulin A Vents Cushion

A two-tone outdoor cushion, to mix and match as
you like with the other formats in the collection.
100% cotton fabric, with outdoor resistance
treatment
Treated against stains and mould

Side A: Jacquard fabric made in France
100% acrylic Dralon® fibre
Teflon® treated (stain-resistant) & mouldresistant
Side B: 100% cotton fabric with acrylic and
polyurethane coating
Waterproof, resistant to salt and chlorine

A two-tone outdoor cushion, to mix and
match as you like with the other formats in
the collection.
100% cotton fabric, with outdoor resistance
treatment
Treated against stains and mould

Pasteque Blanquet

Palmyre Fouta

Louisiane Bench

100% cotton
Jacquard fabric

A versatile accessory that can act as a
beach towel, bath towel or sarong... ideal
both for the beach and at home. Fermob's
Palmyre fouta towel is 100% cotton and dries
in an instant, making it the per fect
companion for moments of relaxation.

Brighten up your outdoor spaces with the
44x30cm Trèfle outdoor cushion, the
decorative accessory of choice to enhance
the appeal of your terrace while also
optimising comfort. This decorative outdoor
cushion is made from (embossed) Jacquard
fabric and has been treated
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to resist stains, water, UV rays, and mould.

